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Overall Description 
Floor 1 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) consists primarily of a ground floor parking 
garage as well as the dormitory entry lobby and support spaces. The first floor of Blumel forms 
the shape of an L, occupying the northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. 
The ground floor parking garage is accessed on the north side of the building, toward the east 
end of the block. ADA parking is near the middle of the parking garage and provides access to 
the building lobby to the east of the ADA parking. The main building lobby L101 is located on 
the northeast corner of the building with the main entrance facing northeast and a secondary 
garage parking entrance to the west of the lobby, facing west, toward the ADA parking. Blumel 
Hall is a residential building. Keycard is required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor 
penthouse is not publicly accessible and contains no public services. 
 
On Floor 1 of Blumel, the entry lobby L101 is located on the northeast corner of the building. 
The lobby L101 forms a 45 degree elbow shape with the main entrance to the northeast and the 
parking entrance to the west. Lobby L101 is bordered on the north by room 107, on the 
northeast by the main entry doors, on the south toward the southeast by a single-occupancy 
restroom, room 102, and suite 103 and toward the south by room 101, elevators E144 and E145 
with access to floors 1 through 9, and stairwell S101 with access to all floors. 
 
Restrooms 
One single-occupancy restroom is located to the southeast immediately upon entering the main 
lobby L101 through the main entry doors. From the parking entry door, this restroom can be 
found to the northeast, directly to the left of the door to suite 103. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
Wheelchair entry to the first floor of Blumel can be made via the main entrance on the northeast 
corner of the building. Alternatively, wheelchair entry to the first floor of Blumel can be made via 
the parking entrance to the west of the main entry lobby L101 and directly east of the ADA 
parking. Elevators E144 and E145 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south 
wall of the main entry lobby, toward the west parking garage entrance. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E144 and E145 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
main entry lobby, toward the west parking garage entrance. Blumel is a residential building. A 
keycard is required to access floors 3 through 9. 
 
Stairs 
Stairwell S101 is located at the far west end of the south wall of the main entry lobby L101. This 
stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S102 is located to the southeast on the south 
wall of the first floor parking garage. This stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S103 is 
located to the northwest on the west wall of the first floor parking garage. This stairwell provides 



access to all floors. Stairwell S104 is located to the southeast near the center of the south wall 
of the first floor parking garage. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 and 2 only. Blumel is a 
residential building. A keycard is required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor 
penthouse is not publicly accessible and provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
Floor 2 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) consists primarily of a second floor parking 
garage as well as a second floor parking garage dormitory entry lobby and support spaces. The 
second floor of Blumel forms the shape of an L, occupying the northwest, northeast, and 
southeast quadrants of the block. The second floor parking garage is accessed on the north 
side of the building, at the west end of the block. ADA parking is near the middle of the parking 
garage and provides access to the parking lobby to the east of the ADA parking. The second 
floor parking lobby L201 is located immediately east of the second floor ADA parking. Blumel 
Hall is a residential building. Keycard is required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor 
penthouse is not publicly accessible and contains no public services. 
 
On Floor 2 of Blumel, the parking lobby L201 is located in the northeast quadrant of the parking 
garage, where the two legs of the L meet, immediately east of the second floor ADA parking. 
Lobby L201 is bordered on the south by elevators E244 and E245 with access to floors 1 
through 9 and on the west by the parking garage entry door. A stairwell S201 with access to all 
floors is accessible from outside the lobby, also immediately to the east of the ADA parking, 
near the center of the west wall of the elevator core. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Floor 2. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
Wheelchair entry to the second floor of Blumel can be made via the parking entrance to the 
west of the second floor parking lobby L201 and directly east of the ADA parking. Elevators 
E244 and E245 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the second 
floor parking lobby L201. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E244 and E245 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
second floor parking lobby L201. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is required to 
access floors 3 through 9. 
 
Stairs 
Stairwell S201 is accessed from outside the second floor parking lobby L201 on the west wall of 
the elevator core, immediately east of the ADA parking. This stairwell provides access to all 
floors. Stairwell S202 is located to the southeast on the south wall of the second floor parking 
garage. This stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S103 is located to the northwest on 
the west wall of the second floor parking garage. This stairwell provides access to all floors. 
Stairwell S104 is located to the southeast near the center of the south wall of the second floor 
parking garage. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 and 2 only. Blumel is a residential 



building. A keycard is required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor penthouse is not 
publicly accessible and provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
Floor 3 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) forms a jagged L-shape, occupying the 
northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. Stairwell S301 and elevators E344 
and E345 emerge into the third floor lobby L301. Blumel Hall is a residential building. Keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
contains no public services. 
 
The third floor lobby L301 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suite 321, 
bordered on the east by dormitory suite 301, bordered on the south toward the east by corridor 
C301 with access to dormitory suites 303 through 315, stairwell S302, and suite 302, near the 
center by elevators E344 and E345, and toward the west by stairwell S301 with access to all 
floors, and bordered on the west by corridor C302 with access to dormitory suites 322 through 
333, stairwell S303, and room 320. 
 
Corridor C301 is bordered on the north by the third floor lobby L301, bordered on the east 
toward the north by dormitory suites 303, 305, and 307, near the middle by dormitory suite 309, 
and toward the south by dormitory suites 311, 313, and 315, bordered on the south by stairwell 
S302 with access to floors 1 through 9, and bordered on the west toward the south by dormitory 
suites 312 and 314, near the middle by dormitory suites 308 and 310, and toward the north by 
suite 302 and dormitory suites 304 and 306. 
 
Corridor C302 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suites 331 and 333, near 
the middle by dormitory suites 327 and 329, and toward the east by dormitory suites 323 and 
325, bordered on the east by the third floor lobby L301, bordered on the south toward the east 
by room 320 and dormitory suites 322 and 324, near the middle by dormitory suites 326 and 
328, and toward the west by dormitory suites 330 and 332, and bordered on the west by 
stairwell S303 with access to floors 1 through 9. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Floor 3. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
On Floor 3 of Blumel, wheelchair users arrive via elevators E344 and E345 into elevator lobby 
L301. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E344 and E345 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
third floor elevator lobby L301. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is required to access 
floors 3 through 9. 
 



Stairs 
Stairwell S301 is located at the west end of the south wall of the third floor lobby L301. This 
stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S302 is located at the south end of corridor C301 
in the east wing. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 through 9. Stairwell S303 is located at 
the west end of corridor C302 in the north wing. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
The Floor 4 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) forms a jagged L-shape, occupying the 
northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. Stairwell S401 and elevators E444 
and E445 emerge into the fourth floor lobby L401. Blumel Hall is a residential building. Keycard 
is required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
contains no public services. 
 
The fourth floor lobby L401 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suite 421, 
bordered on the east by dormitory suite 401, bordered on the south toward the east by corridor 
C401 with access to dormitory suites 403 through 415, stairwell S402, and suite 402, near the 
center by elevators E444 and E445, and toward the west by stairwell S401 with access to all 
floors, and bordered on the west by corridor C402 with access to dormitory suites 422 through 
433, stairwell S403, and room 420. 
 
Corridor C401 is bordered on the north by the fourth floor lobby L401, bordered on the east 
toward the north by dormitory suites 403, 405, and 407, near the middle by dormitory suite 409, 
and toward the south by dormitory suites 411, 413, and 415, bordered on the south by stairwell 
S402 with access to floors 1 through 9, and bordered on the west toward the south by dormitory 
suites 412 and 414, near the middle by dormitory suites 408 and 410, and toward the north by 
suite 402 and dormitory suites 404 and 406. 
 
Corridor C402 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suites 431 and 433, near 
the middle by dormitory suites 427 and 429, and toward the east by dormitory suites 423 and 
425, bordered on the east by the fourth floor lobby L401, bordered on the south toward the east 
by room 420 and dormitory suites 422 and 424, near the middle by dormitory suites 426 and 
428, and toward the west by dormitory suites 430 and 432, and bordered on the west by 
stairwell S403 with access to floors 1 through 9. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Floor 4. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
On Floor 4 of Blumel, wheelchair users arrive via elevators E444 and E445 into elevator lobby 
L401. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E444 and E445 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
fourth floor elevator lobby L401. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is required to access 
floors 3 through 9. 
 



Stairs 
Stairwell S401 is located at the west end of the south wall of the fourth floor lobby L401. This 
stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S402 is located at the south end of corridor C401 
in the east wing. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 through 9. Stairwell S403 is located at 
the west end of corridor C402 in the north wing. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
Floor 5 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) forms a jagged L-shape, occupying the 
northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. Stairwell S501 and elevators E544 
and E545 emerge into the fifth floor lobby L501. Blumel Hall is a residential building. Keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
contains no public services. 
 
The fifth floor lobby L501 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suite 521, 
bordered on the east by dormitory suite 501, bordered on the south toward the east by corridor 
C501 with access to dormitory suites 503 through 515, stairwell S502, and suite 502, near the 
center by elevators E544 and E545, and toward the west by stairwell S501 with access to all 
floors, and bordered on the west by corridor C502 with access to dormitory suites 522 through 
533, stairwell S503, and room 520. 
 
Corridor C501 is bordered on the north by the fifth floor lobby L501, bordered on the east toward 
the north by dormitory suites 503, 505, and 507, near the middle by dormitory suite 509, and 
toward the south by dormitory suites 511, 513, and 515, bordered on the south by stairwell 
S502 with access to floors 1 through 9, and bordered on the west toward the south by dormitory 
suites 512 and 514, near the middle by dormitory suites 508 and 510, and toward the north by 
suite 502 and dormitory suites 504 and 506. 
 
Corridor C502 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suites 531 and 533, near 
the middle by dormitory suites 527 and 529, and toward the east by dormitory suites 523 and 
525, bordered on the east by the fifth floor lobby L501, bordered on the south toward the east by 
room 520 and dormitory suites 522 and 524, near the middle by dormitory suites 526 and 528, 
and toward the west by dormitory suites 530 and 532, and bordered on the west by stairwell 
S503 with access to floors 1 through 9. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Floor 5. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
On Floor 5 of Blumel, wheelchair users arrive via elevators E544 and E545 into elevator lobby 
L501. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E544 and E545 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
fifth floor elevator lobby L501. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is required to access 
floors 3 through 9. 
 



Stairs 
Stairwell S501 is located at the west end of the south wall of the fifth floor lobby L501. This 
stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S502 is located at the south end of corridor C501 
in the east wing. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 through 9. Stairwell S503 is located at 
the west end of corridor C502 in the north wing. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
The Floor 6 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) forms a jagged L-shape, occupying the 
northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. Stairwell S601 and elevators E644 
and E645 emerge into the sixth floor lobby L601. Blumel Hall is a residential building. Keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
contains no public services. 
 
The sixth floor lobby L601 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suite 621, 
bordered on the east by dormitory suite 601, bordered on the south toward the east by corridor 
C601 with access to dormitory suites 603 through 615, stairwell S602, and suite 602, near the 
center by elevators E644 and E645, and toward the west by stairwell S601 with access to all 
floors, and bordered on the west by corridor C602 with access to dormitory suites 622 through 
633, stairwell S603, and room 620. 
 
Corridor C601 is bordered on the north by the sixth floor lobby L601, bordered on the east 
toward the north by dormitory suites 603, 605, and 607, near the middle by dormitory suite 609, 
and toward the south by dormitory suites 611, 613, and 615, bordered on the south by stairwell 
S602 with access to floors 1 through 9, and bordered on the west toward the south by dormitory 
suites 612 and 614, near the middle by dormitory suites 608 and 610, and toward the north by 
suite 602 and dormitory suites 604 and 606. 
 
Corridor C602 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suites 631 and 633, near 
the middle by dormitory suites 627 and 629, and toward the east by dormitory suites 623 and 
625, bordered on the east by the sixth floor lobby L601, bordered on the south toward the east 
by room 620 and dormitory suites 622 and 624, near the middle by dormitory suites 626 and 
628, and toward the west by dormitory suites 630 and 632, and bordered on the west by 
stairwell S603 with access to floors 1 through 9. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Floor 6. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
On the sixth floor, floor 6, of Blumel, wheelchair users arrive via elevators E644 and E645 into 
elevator lobby L601. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E644 and E645 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
sixth floor elevator lobby L601. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is required to access 
floors 3 through 9. 
 



Stairs 
Stairwell S601 is located at the west end of the south wall of the sixth floor lobby L601. This 
stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S602 is located at the south end of corridor C601 
in the east wing. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 through 9. Stairwell S603 is located at 
the west end of corridor C602 in the north wing. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
Floor 7 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) forms a jagged L-shape, occupying the 
northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. Stairwell S701 and elevators E744 
and E745 emerge into the seventh floor lobby L701. Blumel Hall is a residential building. 
Keycard is required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor penthouse is not publicly 
accessible and contains no public services. 
 
The seventh floor lobby L701 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suite 721, 
bordered on the east by dormitory suite 701, bordered on the south toward the east by corridor 
C701 with access to dormitory suites 703 through 715, stairwell S702, and suite 702, near the 
center by elevators E744 and E745, and toward the west by stairwell S701 with access to all 
floors, and bordered on the west by corridor C702 with access to dormitory suites 722 through 
733, stairwell S703, and room 720. 
 
Corridor C701 is bordered on the north by the seventh floor lobby L701, bordered on the east 
toward the north by dormitory suites 703, 705, and 707, near the middle by dormitory suite 709, 
and toward the south by dormitory suites 711, 713, and 715, bordered on the south by stairwell 
S702 with access to floors 1 through 9, and bordered on the west toward the south by dormitory 
suites 712 and 714, near the middle by dormitory suites 708 and 710, and toward the north by 
suite 702 and dormitory suites 704 and 706. 
 
Corridor C702 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suites 731 and 733, near 
the middle by dormitory suites 727 and 729, and toward the east by dormitory suites 723 and 
725, bordered on the east by the seventh floor lobby L701, bordered on the south toward the 
east by room 720 and dormitory suites 722 and 724, near the middle by dormitory suites 726 
and 728, and toward the west by dormitory suites 730 and 732, and bordered on the west by 
stairwell S703 with access to floors 1 through 9. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Floor 7. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
On the seventh floor, floor 7, of Blumel, wheelchair users arrive via elevators E744 and E745 
into elevator lobby L701. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E744 and E745 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
seventh floor elevator lobby L701. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is required to 
access floors 3 through 9. 
 



Stairs 
Stairwell S701 is located at the west end of the south wall of the seventh floor lobby L701. This 
stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S702 is located at the south end of corridor C701 
in the east wing. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 through 9. Stairwell S703 is located at 
the west end of corridor C702 in the north wing. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
Floor 8 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) forms a jagged L-shape, occupying the 
northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. Stairwell S801 and elevators E844 
and E845 emerge into the eighth floor lobby L801. Blumel Hall is a residential building. Keycard 
is required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
contains no public services. 
 
The eighth floor lobby L801 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suite 821, 
bordered on the east by dormitory suite 801, bordered on the south toward the east by corridor 
C801 with access to dormitory suites 803 through 815, stairwell S802, and suite 802, near the 
center by elevators E844 and E845, and toward the west by stairwell S801 with access to all 
floors, and bordered on the west by corridor C802 with access to dormitory suites 822 through 
833, stairwell S803, and room 820. 
 
Corridor C801 is bordered on the north by the eighth floor lobby L801, bordered on the east 
toward the north by dormitory suites 803, 805, and 807, near the middle by dormitory suite 809, 
and toward the south by dormitory suites 811, 813, and 815, bordered on the south by stairwell 
S802 with access to floors 1 through 9, and bordered on the west toward the south by dormitory 
suites 812 and 814, near the middle by dormitory suites 808 and 810, and toward the north by 
suite 802 and dormitory suites 804 and 806. 
 
Corridor C802 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suites 831 and 833, near 
the middle by dormitory suites 827 and 829, and toward the east by dormitory suites 823 and 
825, bordered on the east by the eighth floor lobby L801, bordered on the south toward the east 
by room 820 and dormitory suites 822 and 824, near the middle by dormitory suites 826 and 
828, and toward the west by dormitory suites 830 and 832, and bordered on the west by 
stairwell S803 with access to floors 1 through 9. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Floor 8. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
On Floor 8 of Blumel, wheelchair users arrive via elevators E844 and E845 into elevator lobby 
L801. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E844 and E845 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
eighth floor elevator lobby L801. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is required to access 
floors 3 through 9. 
 



Stairs 
Stairwell S801 is located at the west end of the south wall of the eighth floor lobby L801. This 
stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S802 is located at the south end of corridor C801 
in the east wing. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 through 9. Stairwell S803 is located at 
the west end of corridor C802 in the north wing. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
Floor 9 of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) forms a jagged L-shape, occupying the 
northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. Stairwell S901 and elevators E944 
and E945 emerge into the ninth floor lobby L901. Blumel Hall is a residential building. Keycard 
is required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
contains no public services. 
 
The ninth floor lobby L901 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suite 921, 
bordered on the east by dormitory suite 901, bordered on the south toward the east by corridor 
C901 with access to dormitory suites 903 through 915, stairwell S902, and suite 902, near the 
center by elevators E944 and E945, and toward the west by stairwell S901 with access to all 
floors, and bordered on the west by corridor C902 with access to dormitory suites 922 through 
933, stairwell S903, and room 920. 
 
Corridor C901 is bordered on the north by the ninth floor lobby L901, bordered on the east 
toward the north by dormitory suites 903, 905, and 907, near the middle by dormitory suite 909, 
and toward the south by dormitory suites 911, 913, and 915, bordered on the south by stairwell 
S902 with access to floors 1 through 9, and bordered on the west toward the south by dormitory 
suites 912 and 914, near the middle by dormitory suites 908 and 910, and toward the north by 
suite 902 and dormitory suites 904 and 906. 
 
Corridor C902 is bordered on the north toward the west by dormitory suites 931 and 933, near 
the middle by dormitory suites 927 and 929, and toward the east by dormitory suites 923 and 
925, bordered on the east by the ninth floor lobby L901, bordered on the south toward the east 
by room 920 and dormitory suites 922 and 924, near the middle by dormitory suites 926 and 
928, and toward the west by dormitory suites 930 and 932, and bordered on the west by 
stairwell S903 with access to floors 1 through 9. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Floor 9. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
On Floor 9 of Blumel wheelchair users arrive via elevators E944 and E945 into elevator lobby 
L901. 
 
Elevators 
Elevators E944 and E945 with access to floors 1 through 9 are located on the south wall of the 
ninth floor elevator lobby L901. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is required to access 
floors 3 through 9. 
 



Stairs 
Stairwell S901 is located at the west end of the south wall of the ninth floor lobby L901. This 
stairwell provides access to all floors. Stairwell S902 is located at the south end of corridor C901 
in the east wing. This stairwell provides access to floors 1 through 9. Stairwell S903 is located at 
the west end of corridor C902 in the north wing. Blumel is a residential building. A keycard is 
required to access floors 3 through 10. The tenth floor penthouse is not publicly accessible and 
provides no public services. 
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Overall Description 
The roof and penthouse of Joseph C. Blumel Residence Hall (BLU) forms a jagged L-shape, 
occupying the northwest, northeast, and southeast quadrants of the block. The Penthouse 
occupies the southwest corner of the northeast quadrant of the roof. The building penthouse 
and roof are not publicly accessible and contain no public services. Stairwell S1001 provides 
restricted access to the building roof and elevator equipment room 1003. A second building 
mechanical room 1002 is only accessible from the roof. Blumel Hall is a residential building. 
Keycard is required to access floors 3 through 10. Tenth floor penthouse is not publicly 
accessible and contains no public services. 
 
Restrooms 
There are no public restrooms on Penthouse. Public restrooms can be accessed on Floor 1. 
 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrances and Exits 
The Blumel Penthouse is not wheelchair accessible. 
 
Elevators 
The Blumel Penthouse does not have elevators access. 
 
Stairs 
Stairwell S1001 is located in the southwest corner of the tenth floor penthouse, within the 
northeast quadrant of the roof. This stairwell provides access to all floors. 
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Overall Description 
The BLU Roof is restricted access. 
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